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ABSOLUTEAND RELATIVE
GAINS IN INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONSTHEORY
ROBERT POWELL
Universityof California
Berkeley
he problem of absolute and relativegains divides neoliberalinstitutionalism
and structuralrealism.Theformerassumesstatesfocus primarilyon theirabsolutegains
and emphasizesthe prospectsfor cooperation.Thelattersupposesstatesare largelyconcernedwith relativegains and emphasizesthe prospectsfor conflict. Existingwork in
internationalrelationstheorygenerallytracesthe differencesbetweenthesetwo theories
to differentassumptionsabout states'preferences.Usinga simplegame-theoreticmodel,
this essay offersa reformulationof the problemof absoluteand relativegains that links
changesin the states' behavior, the feasibilityof cooperation,and especiallythe states'
concernfor relativeversusabsolutegains explicitlyto changesin the constraintsfacing
the states. Many of the differencesbetween neoliberalinstitutionalismand structural
realismappearas special cases of the model.

lrhe problemof absoluteand relative gains divides two of the most influential approaches to internationalrelations theory. Neoliberal institutionalism
assumes that states focus primarily on
their individual absolute gains and are
indifferentto the gainsof others.Whether
cooperationresults in a relative gain or
loss is not very importantto a state in
neoliberal institutionalismso long as it
bringsan absolutegain. In termsof preferences, this focus on absolute gains is
usuallytakento mean that a state'sutility
is solely a functionof its absolutegain. In
contrast,neorealism,or structuralrealism
assumesthat states are largely concerned
with relative rather than absolute gains.
In the anarchy of internationalpolitics,
"relative gain is more important than
absolutegain"(Waltz1959, 198). A state's
utilityin structuralrealismis at least partly a functionof some relativemeasurelike
power.1 These differing assumptions

about states'preferenceslead to different
expectationsabout the prospectsfor international conflict and cooperation. The
more states care about relativegains, the
more a gain for one state will tend to be
seen as a loss by anotherand the moredifficult, it seems, cooperationwill be.2
However,tracingdifferentexpectations
about the likelihoodof conflictand cooperation to different assumptions about
states' preferences poses an important
theoretical difficulty for international
relations theory.3Jervis(1988), Keohane
(1984), Lipson(1984), Stein (1983, 1984),
and the contributorsto the volume edited
by Oye (1986) have recently called for
tryingto bringat least some aspectsof the
study of internationalpolitical economy,
which is usually taken to be the province
of neoliberal institutionalism, and the
study of securityaffairs,which is usually
taken to be the province of structural
realism, within a single analytic frame-
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work. But if neoliberal institutionalism
and structuralrealismreallydo makefundamentally different assumptions about
states' preferences,then efforts to unify
these approacheswith a third-imageexplanationcannot succeed.
To use Waltz's analogy (1979, 89-91)
betweenpoliticalstructuresand economic
marketstructures,it will be impossibleto
explainthe differencesbetweenneoliberal
institutionalism and structural realism
over, say, the prospectsfor international
cooperationin the same way that economists explainthe differencesbetweenoutcomes in a perfectly competitivemarket
and a monopoly. In that explanation,
economists assume that the goals or
preferencesof the unit, in this case the
firm, are the same in both a perfectly
competitivemarketand in a monopoly: a
firm seeks to maximizeits profits. What
varies in moving from one marketstructure to the otherare the constraintsunder
which a firm attempts to maximize its
profits. Thus, changesin the marketconstraintsand not in the units' preferences
account for the variation in a firm's
behavior in the two different market
structures.If, however, neoliberalinstitutionalism and structural realism are
actuallybased on fundamentallydifferent
assumptions about states' preferences,
then moving from a neoliberal institutional to a structuralrealistsettingwould
see a change in the attributesof states,
that is, their preferences.In this sense,
neoliberalinstitutionalismand structural
realism would be about essentially different types of units, one primarilyconcernedwith absolutegains, the otherwith
relativegains. Consequently,the locus of
the differencesbetweenneoliberalinstitutional and structuralrealist explanations
of internationalbehaviorwould be in the
first or secondimages.A third-imageunificationof theseapproaches,whichwould
explain changes in states' behavior in
termsof changesin the constraintsfacing
the states and not in terms of changesin
1304

the type or nature of states' preferences,
would be impossible.
I offer a reformulationof the problem
of absolute and relativegains and take a
step towardbringingthe study of international conflict and cooperation within a
single analytic framework.4I show that
many important aspects of neoliberal
institutionalism and structural realism
may be seen as specialcasesof a very simple model of the internationalsystem in
which changesin the states'behavior,the
feasibility of cooperation, and especially
the states' concern for relative versus
absolutegains are explicitlylinked not to
different assumptions about the states'
preferencesbut to changes in the constraintsfacing the states. The model thus
shifts the focus of analysis away from
preferencesto constraints.5
In the model, states are assumedto be
trying to maximize their absolute gains.
That is, a state'sutility dependssolely on
the absolute level of economic welfare it
attains. This is in keepingwith neoliberal
institutionalism.But the states are trying
to maximize their economic welfare
within the constraints imposed by an
anarchic international system in which
the use of force, in keepingwith structural
realism,may be at issue. Whenthe cost of
using force is sufficientlylow that the use
of force actually is at issue, cooperative
outcomes that offer unequal absolute
gains cannot be supportedas part of an
equilibriumeven though the states' preferencesare defined only over their absolute level of economic welfare. This inability to cooperateis in accord with the
expectationsof strucuralrealism, though
the assumptionthat statesare maximizing
theirabsolutegains is not in keepingwith
its usual formulations.If the use of force
is not at issuebecausefightingis too costly, then the results are more in accord
with neoliberal institutionalism. For
example, cooperative outcomes that
could not be sustainedwhen the use of
force was at issue now become feasible.
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Thus, many aspectsof neoliberalinstitutionalismand structuralrealismappearas
specialcases of the model.
The model developedbelow is extremely simple. It aims primarilyat conceptual
clarification, not empirical application.
To this end, it has been deliberately
designedto show, in the simplestpossible
well-defined game-theoreticmodel, that
many of the differences between neoliberal institutionalism and structural
realismcan be tracedexplicitlyto the constraintsfacing states, ratherthan to their
preferences.The extremesimplicityof the
model clarifiesthe relationbetween constraintsand the problemof absolute and
relative gains that although present in
morecomplicatedmodels, would be more
difficult to discern there. The development of more complicatedand less contrived models awaits future work.6 But
despitethe model'ssimplicity,its analysis
makes three new points that are relevant
to international relations theory. Most
narrowly, it suggests that cooperationin
some circumstancesmay be even more
difficult to achieve than has been previously appreciated. Some agreements
that offer equal absolute gains-and
thereforeno relativegain-cannot be sustained in equilibrium.The reason is that
cheating on the agreementwould bring
large relativegains.
The second and third points address
two other broaderissues in international
relationstheory. The model offers a simple formal exampleshowing that Waltz's
notion of political structureis unable to
accountfor importantchangesin the feasibility of internationalcooperation. The
political structure as Waltz defines it
(1979, 79-101) remainsconstantthroughout the analysis; but the feasibility of
cooperation varies. Thus, variations in
what Waltztakesto be the structureof the
political system cannot explainthe variation in the feasibilityof cooperationin the
model.
The secondissueis the relationbetween
1305

anarchyand cooperation.Structuralrealism generally associates anarchy with a
concern for relative gains and a lack of
cooperation(Waltz1979, 105). Neoliberal
institutionalism, however, argues that
anarchyin the sense of a "lackof a common government"(Axelrodand Keohane
1986, 226; Keohane 1984, 7) does not
imply a lack of cooperation (Keohane
1984, 65-84). The present analysis helps
to elucidatethe sourcesof this difference.
The ability or inabilityto enforcerulesof
behavior is relevant only if the physical
environmentdefinedby the system'sconstraints is such that one of the possible
behaviors is to use one's relativegain to
one's advantageand to the disadvantage
of others. If thereare no such opportunities, then the inability to commit oneself
to a promisenot to use a relativegain to
one's advantageis moot. Thus, the concern for relative gains arises from both
anarchy and the constraintsthat define
the range of possible behavior. Although
such a system is clearly implicitin structural realism, neither neoliberal institutionalism nor structural realism fully
appreciates the significance of the system'sconstraintsin the originsof the concern for relativegains.
One consequenceof the failureof both
structuralrealism and neoliberalinstitutionalism to appreciate the role of the
system's constraints in the problem of
absolute and relative gains is the use
of repeated games in both of these approaches to model the internationalsystem implicit in structuralrealism (e.g.,
Jervis 1978, 171; Keohane 1984; Oye
1986). As will be shown, relativegains in
repeated games, including the repeated
prisoner's dilemma, cannot be used to
one's advantage.Thus, even if states are
unable to make binding agreementsin
these models, relative gains in repeated
games do not matter. This renders any
analysis of structural realism's understandingof the relationbetweenanarchy,
relativegains, and cooperationbased on
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these models problematic.
Finally,a morecompleteunderstanding
of the relationbetween the system'sconstraintsand the originsof the concernfor
relativegains also shows there is nothing
theoretically special about the possible
use of force. If the natureof militarytechnology is such that one state can turn a
relativegain to its advantageand the disadvantage of others, then these constraintswill induce a concernfor relative
gains and this may impede cooperation
absent any superior authority to ensure
that these gains not be used in this way.
But if, for example, the nature of an
oligopolistic market is such that a firm
can use a relativegain in marketshareto
increaseits long-runprofitsat the expense
of other firms, then this system will also
induce a concern for relative gains that
may makecooperationdifficult.The concern for relative gains may characterize
many domains,and a morerefinedunderstanding of the origins of this concern
helps to identify them.7
I will examinea very simpleneoliberal
institutional model of the problem of
cooperation.The examinationshows that
the repeatedgames offer poor models of
the problemof conflictand cooperationin
structuralrealism.I will then modify the
model so that the constraintsof the modified model createopportunitiesfor a state
to turn relative gains to its advantage,
which in turn, inducesa concernfor relative gains. I then use this model to study
how changes in these constraintsaffect
the feasibilityof cooperation.

A Simple Neoliberal
Institutional Model
The essence of the neoliberal institutional analysisof the problemof cooperation is that the shadow of the futuremay
lead the egoistic states hypothesized in
structuralrealismto cooperate. Repeated
interaction gives each actor the ability
1306

to punish uncooperativebehavior today
with futuresanctions.If the shadowof the
future looms sufficiently large, then the
future costs to uncooperative behavior
will outweigh the immediategains; and,
weighingcosts againstbenefits,even egoistic stateswill cooperate.This logic is, in
turn, formalizedin the neoliberalinstitutional analysis with a repeatedprisoner's
dilemmain whichmutualcooperationcan
be sustained as an equilibriumoutcome
with a strategy of punishing defection
should it occur.8
First, I will presenta simple neoliberal
institutionalmodel of the problemof conflict and cooperation.The modelhas been
explicitlydesignedto capturethe essence
of the neoliberalinstitutionalanalysis in
the simplestpossibleformalsettingand to
be as similar to a repeated prisoner's
dilemmaas possible. This similarityhelps
to clarifythe relationbetweenthe formalization used here and that employed in
otherwork on neoliberalinstitutionalism.
Second, I will demonstratethat the model
actually does capture the essence of the
neoliberal analysis problem of cooperation. Finally, repeated games are
shown to be poor models of the problem
of absolute and relative gains and
cooperationin structuralrealism.
The simple neoliberal institutional
model is a three-by-threegame that is
played twice. The states, in keepingwith
neoliberal institutionalism, will try to
maximizethe absolute sum of their firstand second-periodpayoffs. The second
play of the game casts a shadow of the
futureonto the firstplay of the game. But
because the game is only played twice,
there is no shadow of the futureto affect
the prospectsof cooperationin the second
period. Thus, the problemof cooperation
reduces to seeing if the shadow of the
future makes cooperationpossible in the
first period. In this way, the two-period
repeatedgame provides a formal setting
for studying the problem of conflict and
cooperation that is simpler than the in-
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finitely repeatedprisoner'sdilemma.9
The three-by-threegame, which will be
played twice, will be called 'andis derivedfromthe prisoner'sdilemmaby adding a third strategy to the two-by-two
prisoner'sdilemma.Thereare two states,
Si and S2, in this game;and eachhas three
strategies:F, T, and C. Figure1 shows the
payoffs to the variouspossibleoutcomes.
The four cells at the upperleft forma simple prisoner'sdilemmain whicheach state
strictlyprefersplaying T to F regardlessof
whetherthe other state is playing T or F.
But if both states play T, they are worse
off than if both had played F. The outcome (T, T) is Pareto-inferiorto (F, F). If
one stateplays C, then that state'spayoffs
are zero regardlessof what the other state
does-while the other state obtains 0,
-1/2, or -1 if it plays C, T, or F,
respectively.
It is important to emphasize that the
game composed of two plays of 6is an
extremetheoreticalsimplification. 6has
beenexplicitlydesignedso that it captures
the essence of an infinitely repeated
prisoner's dilemma and the neoliberal
institutional analysis of the problem of
cooperationin the simplerformal setting
of a two-period repeatedgame. At this
level of abstraction, serves as a substantive model of the internationalsystem or
of the internationaleconomy only in the
very general ways that the repeated
prisoner's dilemma does in neoliberal
institutionalor structuralrealist analyses
of the problemof cooperation.Nevertheless, 6' may be given a more concrete
interpretationthat is roughlybased on an
optimal tariff model, and describingthis
interpretation may help to make the
analysis clearer. Building on Johnson's
(1953) seminal work on optimal tariffs,
the strategiesF, T, C may denotefree and
open trading policies, imposition of the
optimaltariff,and closureof the economy
by trade prohibition, respectively. By
assumption, there are only two states;
1307

Figure1. A Neoliberal
InstitutionalModel
S2

S1

F

T

C

F

3,3

1,4

-1,0

T

4,1

2,2

-1/2,0

C

0,-1

0,-1/2

0,0

consequently, the option of closing the
economy is equivalent to imposing an
embargo.10The game 4' then, represents
the case in which a state gains if it is the
only state to impose a tariff but both
stateslose if they both imposetariffs;that
is, the outcome in which both states
impose tariffs (T, T) leaves both states
worse off than the free trade outcome,
(F, F). If both statesclose theireconomies
and effectively embargo each other by
playing C, there will be no trade. The
payoffs in this case are less than the payoffs obtained if both states had imposed
an optimal tariff.1 If only one of the
states closes its economy, there will still
be no trade regardlessof what the other
state does; and the state that closed its
economyreceivesthe samepayoff regardless of what the other state does. But the
state that had expected to trade, either
freely or with tariffs, suffers a loss due
to a misallocation of its productive
resources.Accordingly,each state prefers
to close its economy if the otherdoes. For
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the sake of clarification,the neoliberalinT in the secondperiodif (F, F) is the firststitutionalmodel composed of playing 4' periodoutcomeand C if not and, similarmay be loosely interpretedas a very rudi- ly, for S2to play Fin the firstperiodand T
in the second period if (F, F) is the firstmentarymodel of strategictrade.12
The formal aspects of the neoliberal period outcome and C if not. In essence,
institutional critique of structural real- the state that remained faithful to free
ism's analysisof the problemof coopera- trade duringthe first period by playing F
tion are based on a repeated prisoner's is punishing the defector in the second
dilemma in which the shadow of the periodby imposingan embargo.Clearly,
futureis largeenough to induce coopera- (F, F) is the first-periodoutcome if both
tion. In orderto relatethe presentformal- statesfollow thesestrategies.Thesestrateization to that employedin the neoliberal gies also constitute an equilibrium if
institutionalcritique, the payoffs of the neither state can improve its payoff by
model developed here have been condeviatingfrom its strategy,given that the
structedso that the shadow of the future other player is following its strategy. If
does induce cooperation in the model. both states follow these strategies, each
More formally, the neoliberal institu- receives three in the first period and two
tional model has been explicitlydesigned in the secondfor a total payoff of five. If,
so that (F, F) is a first-periodequilibrium however, a state deviates in the first
outcome.13
period by playing T, it will do better in
To show that (F,F) can be a first-period that period by realizinga payoff of four.
equilibriumoutcome, the equilibriaof the
But given the other state's strategy of
neoliberal institutional model will be
imposingan embargoin the secondperiod
determined.In equilibrium,the outcome by playing C if (F, F) was not the firston the last play of a repeatedgame must period outcome, the most that a defector
be an equilibriumof the stage game that can attain is a second-periodpayoff of
is being repeated.14 In particular, the
zero. This yields a total payoff of four;
second-periodoutcome of the game comthat is, the futurecost of defection,which
posed of two plays of the stage game 4' is to obtain zero rather than two in the
must be an equilibriumof 4' 4g in turn, second period, outweighs the immediate
has two pure-strategyequilibria.15In the
gain to defecting, which is four rather
first equilibrium,each state imposes the
than three in the first period. No player
optimal tariff and receivesa payoff of 2.
has any incentive to deviate from the
In the second equilibrium,each state emstrategiesjust described, so these stratebargosthe otherby closingits economyto
gies constitutean equilibriumwhose firsttrade.This yields the payoffs (0,0 ). Thus, period outcome is (F, F).17 Thus, threats
in the game in which 6is played twice,
to punishcan be used to sustaincooperathe only second-periodoutcomesthat can
tion in this model. Similarstrategieswill
be part of an equilibriumare (T, T) and
also support (F, T) and (T F)as equilibC).16
rium outcomes.18
(C,
As in the neoliberal institutional criPlaying 4'twice does, however, affect
the first-periodoutcomesthat can be sustique of structuralrealism, anarchydoes
tained in equilibrium. Indeed, the free not imply a lack of cooperation. The
trade outcome (F, F) as well as the outequilibria of this model are consistent
comes in which one state imposesa tariff, with the lack of a commongovernmentin
(T. F) and (F, T), can occur in equilib- the sense that they are subgameperfect.19
rium. Forexample,the equilibriumstrate- This means that carryingout the threatgies that lead to (F, X in the first period ened punishmentof imposingan embargo
are for S1 to play F in the first period and
in equilibriumis in the threatener'sown
1308
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self-interest.Neitherstate can improveits
payoff by backingdown and not following throughon its threat, given the other
state's strategy.20Because implementing
the threat to punish deviation is in the
threateningstate'sown interest,the equilibria supporting (F, F), (T, f, or (F, T) do
not implicitlyrequirethat some external
authority exists to enforce threats or
promises that are in a state's interestto
make but not necessarily to implement
should the time come to do so. In this
sense, these equilibriaare in keepingwith
the notion of internationalanarchyas the
absenceof a central authority. Cooperation, even in anarchy,is possible.2"
In sum, the repeatedprisoner'sdilemma
has been widely used to provide the formal underpinningsof the neoliberalinstitutional analysis of the problemof international conflict and cooperation. The
repeatedgame composedof twice playing
4'formalizesmuch of the essence of the
neoliberal institutionalcritique of structural realism in a simpler setting. The
shadow of the future makes cooperation
possible even in an anarchic system in
which each state judges "its grievances
and ambitions according to the dictates
of its own reason" (Waltz 1959, 157)
because there is no authority that is
superiorto the states. In particular,the
cooperativeoutcomein which both states
maintain open economies and receive
equal absolutegains can be supportedin
equilibrium.This equilibriumoffers each
state a payoff of five in the repeated
game. The absolute gains are equal, so
there are no relative losses. There are,
however, also equilibriumoutcomes in
which the states' absolute gains are unequaland, therefore,one of the statessuffers a relative loss. For example, in the
equilibriumin which (F, T) is the outcome
in the first period, S1 receivesfour in the
first period and two in the second for a
total of six. S2 receives one in the first
periodand two in the secondfor a total of
three. Because these are equilibrium
1309

payoffs, the state sufferinga relativeloss,
while certainlypreferringa higherpayoff,
cannot improve its payoff by alteringits
strategy.In this sense, this state is unconcernedby its relativeloss.
Althoughthe repeatedprisoner'sdilemma provides the formal foundations for
the neoliberal institutional critique of
structuralrealism'spessimisticassessment
of the prospectsfor cooperationin anarchic systems, repeated games, including
the repeatedprisoner'sdilemma and the
simple neoliberal institutional model
developedhere, formalizestructuralrealism's understandingof the international
system and, especiallythe role of force in
that systemvery badly. This, in turn, significantly weakens any analysis of the
problemof relativegainsand the feasibility of cooperationbased on this type of
formalization.Repeatedgames are poor
models for two reasons.
The first is more readily apparentbut
less directly related to the problem of
absoluteand relativegains and the effects
of the concern for relative gains on the
problem of cooperation. Structuralrealism, as well as realism,22focuseson a system in which states have the option of
using force if that seems to them to be in
their best interest and in which the use
of force may transformthe system. For
Aron, internationalrelations"presentone
originalfeaturewhich distinguishesthem
from all other social relations:they take
place within the shadow of war" (Aron
1966, 6). ForWaltz, force in international
relations "serves,not only as the ultima
ratio, but indeedas the first and constant
one. . . . The constant possibility that
force will be used limits manipulations,
moderates demands, and serves as an
incentive for the settlementof disputes"
(1979, 113). And for Gilpin, hegemonic
war is a principle means of systemic
change (1981, 42-49).
Given the centralrole that the possible
use of force plays in structuralrealism,it
would seem that any model of the inter-
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The second reasonthat repeatedgames
national system envisioned in structural
realismwould have to satisfytwo require- formalize structuralrealism'sconception
ments:(1) the option of usingforceshould of the internationalsystempoorly is more
subtlebut also more directlyrelatedto the
be representedin the model; and (2) the
model should allow for the possibility problem of absolute and relative gains
that the use of forcemight,whetherinten- and the feasibility of cooperation. The
concernfor the relativegainsin structural
tionally or not, change the system. For a
repeated-gamemodel, the first require- realism arises because a state's relative
loss to another state may be turned
ment meansthat one of the options in the
stage game that is being repeatedshould against it as that other state pursues its
correspondto the option of using force. own ends: "If an expected gain is to be
divided, say, in the ratio of two to one,
If, for example, the system is being formalizedwith a repeatedprisoner'sdilem- one state may use its disproportionate
ma, then defectingshouldbe takento rep- gain to implementa policy intended to
resent the option of attacking. Repeated damage or destroy the other" (Waltz
1979, 105). If, therefore, a model is to
games can satisfy this requirement.
But repeatedgames cannot satisfy the providea good formalizationof structural
second requirement, and this renders realism'sconceptualizationof the probthem poor models of the international lem of relative and absolute gains, there
should be some way for a state in that
systemimplicitin structuralrealism.If the
model to use a relativegain to its advaninternational system is modeled as a
tage and to the detriment of the other
repeated game, then the state of the
system (i.e., the actors, the options avail- state. Unless such an option exists in the
able to the actors in each period, and the model, thereis no reasonfor a state to be
payoffs to the various possible combina- troubledby a relativeloss, and the model
tions of actions)remainsconstant. Every is not capturingwhat structuralrealism
sees as the essenceof the problemof relaperiod looks like every other period in a
repeatedgame. Nothing the actorsdo can tive gains and cooperation. But no such
option exists in repeated games; consechangethe state of the system. Fightinga
quently, they assume away what struchegemonic war in one period does not
turalrealismtakesto be the essenceof the
affect the constraintsfacing the actors in
the next period. If, for example, both problemof relativegainsand cooperation.
That there is no way for a state'srelastates defect in any round of a repeated
prisoner'sdilemmaand this is interpreted tive loss to be turned against it in a
as fightinga hegemonicwar, then a hege- repeated game is easiest to see by conmonic war can never change the system; sideringhow actorssustaincooperationin
for immediatelyafter the war, the same repeatedgames and then showing that a
states simply play the prisoner'sdilemma state'sability to induce the other state to
cooperate is unaffected by any relative
again and the game continues on as if
losses. To sustaincooperationin any twonothing had happened.Put anotherway,
using a repeatedgame to model the inter- actor game, each actor must be able to
national system is to say that the system make the long-runcosts of defectionfor
in 1939 was formally equivalent to the the other actor outweigh the immediate
system that emerged in 1945. Because gains. The futurecosts that each actorcan
force can never change the system if this imposeon the other determinewhetheror
system is formalizedas a repeatedgame, not the actors can sustain cooperation.
But in a repeatedgame, an actor'sability
formalizing the internationalsystem into make the future costs of defection
herentin structuralrealismin this way is
higher than the immediategain does not
quite problematic.
1310
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dependon how well that actorhas done in
the past relativeto the potentialdefector.
If, for example, a sanction must be
imposed for five periods in a repeated
game to makethe cost of defectionexceed
the gain, then it will always take five
periods to do this regardlessof how well
the actors have done in relation to each
other before the sanction is imposed.
Becausethe ability to impose futurecosts
does not depend on how well the states
have done relative to each other, achieving a relativegain or sufferinga relative
loss does not affect a state's ability to
inducecooperationwith threatsof future
punishment.A state that has suffered a
series of relative losses can threaten to
imposejustas muchfuturepunishmenton
the other state as it would have been able
to threatenhad it not sufferedthese relative losses. Relativelosses do not impede
a state'sabilityto enforcecooperationin a
repeated game. There is, therefore, no
reasonto be concernedwith relativegains
or losses. Thus, the formalism of a
repeatedgame omits what structuralrealism sees as the very essence of the problem of absoluteand relativegains. Forthis
reason, repeated games formalize the
internationalsystem implicitin structural
realismvery badly.23
A more satisfyinganalysisof the problem of relativegains and the feasibilityof
cooperationrequiresa model in whichthe
option of using force is represented
explicitly and in which a state's relative
loss may be turned against it. Using the
neoliberal institutional model analyzed
here as a point of departure, I next
develop a model that satisfies these two
requirements.In that model, each state's
ability to use force successfullyto achieve
its ends will depend on how well it has
previously done relative to the other
state.

1311

A StructuralModel of the
Problemof Absolute
and Relative Gains
I develop a very simpleand highly stylized formalizationof the problemof absolute and relative gains. States will now
have the explicit option of using force if
that seems to them to be in their best
interest.Moreimportantly,the modelhas
been explicitly designed so that relative
gains and losses matter because they
affect a state'sability to use force successfully to further its interests. As will be
seen, these constraintsactually do induce
a concern for relative gains. For this
reason, this model offersa betterformalization of the structuralrealism'sunderstanding of the problem of absolute and
relativegains.
Because the constraints-in the model
formally induce a concern for relative
gains, the model may be used to examine
how changes in these constraints affect
the states' relative concern for absolute
and relative gains and the feasibility of
cooperation.Thisexaminationshows that
many important aspects of neoliberal
institutionalism and structural realism
emergeas specialcasesof the model. If the
use of force is at issue becausethe cost of
fighting is sufficiently low, cooperation
collapsesin the model. This is in keeping
with the expectationsof structuralrealism. But if the use of force is no longerat
issue, cooperationagainbecomesfeasible.
This is more in accord with neoliberal
institutionalism.The model thus offers a
synthesis of the apparently conflicting
perspectivesof neoliberalinstitutionalism
and structuralrealismon the problemfor
relativegains and the feasibilityof cooperationby explainingvariationsin the relative concernof relativegains and in the
correspondingfeasibility of cooperation
in termsof changesin the constraintsfacing the states and not in terms of the
attributesof the states.
The model also addresses two other
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underlying this analysis is that the
strongera state is economically,the more
likely it is to prevailin war. Thus, relative
gains matterbecausethey affect how the
statesare likely to fare in the event of war
and
thus affect the states'futureexpected
A
A
payoff. It is importantto emphasize,however, that relativegains are significantnot
NA
NA
because a state's utility is a function of
S1
S2
them-the states are still trying to maximize their absolute gains-but because
the constraintsimposedby the underlying
technologyof war makesit possiblefor a
issues in internationalrelations theory. state to use its relativegains to its advanFirst, the structure of the international tage and to the disadvantageof the other
system as Waltz defines it will be shown state.24
to remainconstantthroughoutthe analyTo formalize a stylized technology of
sis. Yet the feasibility of cooperation warfarein which relativegains and losses
varies. This means that Waltz'snotion of
affect a state's ability to prevail in the
structureis unable to account for these event of war, the payoffs to attackingwill
changesin the feasibilityof cooperation. be taken to dependon what happenedon
Second, the model clarifies the relation the first play of 4' The statesare assumed
between anarchy and cooperation by
to be roughly equal before the game
helping to explainwhy anarchydoes not
begins, so that the states will fight to a
imply a lack of cooperationin some sysstalemateif there is war and if the differtems but does impede cooperation in
ence between the first-periodpayoffs is
others as neoliberal institutionalismhas
too small to give one state a significant
shown.
military advantage. More specifically,if
The specter of war is introducedinto
one state attacks and the differencebethe model by assuming that each state tween the first-periodpayoffs is less than
must decide whether or not to attack 3, then both states will fight to a draw,
betweenthe two plays of 6As illustrated paying a fighting cost of 3.5, and then
in Figure2, after the first play of & S1 play 6'for a second time. These payoffs
chooses between attacking, A, or not
are shown in Figure3, where 6'- t3.51is
attacking,NA. If S1attacks,thereis war.
the payoff matrixobtainedby subtracting
If S1does not attack, then S2must decide 3.5 fromeachpayoff in 6If the difference
between attacking or not. If S2 attacks, betweenthe first-periodpayoffs is at least
there will also be war. If S2 does not
3, then the state with the higher payoff
attack, then thereis no war and the game will be assumedto be sufficientlystrong
ends with the second play of &
economicallythat it will prevailif thereis
To complete the specification of the
war. If a state prevails,then its payoff to
modified game, the payoffs to attacking the entiregame is what it receivedon the
must be defined. This specification first play of 4, which must have been 4
depends,in turn, on makinga fundamen- (for otherwise the differencebetween its
tal assumptionabout the nature or tech- payoff and the other state'spayoff would
nology of warfare;and it is at this point
have been less than 3) less the cost of
that relativegainsformallyenterthe anal- fighting, 3.5, plus the payoff to victory,
ysis. The very simple, highly stylized which will be taken to be 6. In sum, the
assumptionabout the nature of warfare total payoff to prevailing is 6.5. Defeat
Figure2. The Option of Fighting
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Figure4. The Payoffs if
S1 Will Prevail

Figure 3. The Payoffs
If Fighting Brings Stalemate
? - (3.5)

:

A

A
NA

NA

(6.5, 2.5)

(6.5, -2.5)

(3.5)

A

A

E
S.

-

?

?

/
S

S2

meansa loss of 3.5 due to the cost of fighting plus 0, which will be takenas the payoff to defeat. Thus, the total payoff if a
state is defeatedis the first-periodpayoff,
which must have been 1 if the difference
between the states' first-periodpayoffs
was at least 3, less the cost of fighting,
3.5, for a net of -2.5. Thesepayoffs are
depictedin Figure4.
The prospect of war renderscooperation in the first play of impossible.
Clearly,the outcome(T, F) cannotbe sustained as a first-periodequilibriumoutcome. If Si imposes a tariff and S2 maintains an open economy, then Si is sure to
attack and defeat S2 because this maximizes Si's payoff. The game would end
with payoffs (6.5, -2.5). S2, however,
can do betterthanthis by playing Tin the
firstperiod.This will give S2a firstperiod
payoff of 2; and, because war would
mean stalemate,neitherstate will attack.
S2 will therefore end the game with at
least two. Thus, S2 has an incentive to
deviate from F in the first periodin order
to depriveSI of its relativegain; and this
means that (T, F) cannot be part of an
equilibrium.A similar argument shows
that (F, T) cannot be an equilibrium
outcome.
The effectsof the specterof war on the
outcome in which both states maintain
open economies (F, F) illustratea point
that suggests cooperation may even be
1313

NA

NA

*

S2

more difficult than has been previously
appreciated. Because (F, F) offers both
states equal absolute gains and consequently no relative gains, it might seem
that it would be possible to sustain this
outcome in equilibrium.This, however,
is not the case. Although this outcome
offers no relative gain, deviatingfrom it
does; and this means that it cannot be an
equilibriumoutcome. If one state plays F
and the other cheats with T, then the latter will secure a large relative gain and
then attackand prevail.Eachstate, therefore, has an incentiveto deviatefromF if
the otherplayeris playingF, so (F,F) cannot be an equilibriumoutcome. Anarchy
and the possible use of force may even
preventthe realizationof agreementsthat
provide equal absolute gains if deviating
from the agreement would yield large
relativegains.
These results are in keeping with the
expectations of structural realism.
Althougheach state in the modelis trying
to maximizeits absolutelevel of economic
welfare,it is doingso withinan anarchical
structurewhose underlyingtechnologyof
warfaremeans that the relative gains of
anothercan be turnedagainst it so as to
reduce its future level of economic welfare. These constraintsforce the states to
be concernedabout relative gains in the
sense that outcomes that offer unequal
absolutegains or the prospectof unequal
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absolute gains should one state cheat on
an agreementcannotbe sustainedin equilibrium.The only first-periodequilibrium
outcomesin the model are those in which
both states impose tariffs (T, 7) or close
their economies(C, C).
But if the constraintsfacing the states
change, the conclusions are more in accord with the expectationsof neoliberal
institutionalism.In particular, cooperation reemergesonce the use of force is not
at issue. To formalizethis, suppose that
the cost of fighting rises from 3.5 to 7.
Thenthe payoff to victoryis 4-7 + 6 =
-1, to defeat, 1 -7 + 0 = -6. In these
circumstances,a state prefers not to attack even if it has secureda relativegain
on the first play of 4 Evenif sure of prevailing, no state will resort to force; and
cooperationagain becomesfeasiblein the
model. To sustain(F, F), for example,the
state'sequilibriumstrategieswould be to
play F in the first play of 6 not attack,
and then play T in the second period if
both statesplayedFin the firstperiod. If a
state deviatedfromF in the firstperiodor
if a state attackedand the war ended in a
stalemate,then the states would sanction
each other during the second period by
playing C. To see that these are, in fact,
equilibrium strategies that do support
(F, F) in the first period, note that if both
statesfollow them, then each receives3 in
the firstperiod, does not attack, and then
obtains2 in the second period for a total
of 5. If S1deviatesfromF by playing T, it
will receive 4 in the first round and then
must decide whetheror not to go to war.
If it does, it will prevail, but its total payoff will be the first-periodpayoff of 4, less
the cost of war, 7, plus the payoff to victory, 6. The overallpayoff of deviatingin
this way is 3. This, however, is less than
Si would have obtained had it followed
the originalstrategy.Si, therefore,has no
incentiveto deviateby playing T and then
attacking.Si also has no incentiveto deviate by playing T in the first period and
then not attacking,for S2 will be playing
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C in the second period because of Si's
deviationfrom F. In this case, S1'spayoff
will be 4 + 0 = 4. Si, therefore,has no
incentive to deviate from the strategy
specified;nor, by a symmetricargument,
has S2. These strategiesthus constitutean
equilibriumthat leads to the cooperative
first-periodequilibriumoutcomes.
In brief, cooperation collapses in the
model when the use of force is at issue.
This is in keepingwith structuralrealism.
But if the cost of war is sufficientlyhigh
that the use of force is no longerat issue,
then cooperationagainbecomespossible;
and this is in accordwith neoliberalinstitutionalism. Thus, the simple model
developed here integratesmuch of structural realismand neoliberalinstitutionalism within a common analytic framework, in that many aspects of these two
approachesappearas special cases of the
presentmodel.
The structuralmodel illuminates two
other issues in international relations
theory. First, it formally shows that
Waltz's notion of a political structure
(1979, 79-101) cannot explain the variation in the feasibilityof cooperationconsidered here. The political structure, as
Waltz defines it, remains constant and
unchangedthroughoutthe analysis. Consequently, structural changes as Waltz
conceives of them cannot accountfor the
variations in the likelihood of cooperation. Explainingthe range of cooperative
behavior examinedhere requiresa more
detailedexaminationof the system'sconstraints than Waltz's definition of structure permits.
To see that the threecharacteristicsthat
definea politicalstructurefor Waltz, i.e.,
the distributionof capabilities,the functional differentiationor nondifferentiation of the units, and the orderingprinciple, remainconstant,note that the game
is completely symmetric.There are only
two states, and the only differencebetween them is that one is labeled Si and
the otheris labeledS2.Thus, as the cost of
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fighting varies, there is no change in the
distributionof capabilitiesor in the functional differentiationof the states. The
ordering principle also remains that of
anarchy, in that the games are always
analyzed in terms of subgame perfect
equilibria.The political structure,therefore, remainsconstant,althoughthe feasibility of cooperationvaries.
The second issue in internationalrelations theory is the relationbetweenanarchy and cooperation. Cooperation collapses when the use of force is at issue.
But anarchy in the sense of a "lack of
common government"to enforce agreements is not in and of itself the cause of
this collapse. No such authorityexists in
the neoliberal institutional model in
which 6'was simply repeatedtwice or in
the structural model. Yet, cooperation
was an equilibriumoutcomein the former
and in the latterwhen the use of forcewas
sufficientlycostly. Anarchy, as neoliberal
institutionalismargues,does not logically
imply a lack of cooperation (Keohane
1984, 65-84).
What accountsfor the lack of cooperation is not anarchyfor this is present in
all of the models. Rather,the explanation
lies in the differentsets of constraintsthat
define what the states can do in anarchy.
In the structuralmodel when the use of
forceis at issue, as it is in the international
system envisioned in structuralrealism,
relative gains matter. In these circumstances, the constraintsin the structural
model formallycreatean opportunityfor
each state to exploit its relativegain to its
own advantage and to the detrimentof
the other state. Such constraintswill then
induce a concernfor relativegains unless
thereis a centralauthoritythat can ensure
that no state will exploit the opportunity
afforded by these constraints. Cooperation, therefore,collapsesfor two reasons.
The constraintscreateopportunitiesfor a
state to exploit its relative gains to its
advantageand to the disadvantageof the
other state; and there is no common
1315

governmentto ensure that states do not
exploit these opportunities. In contrast
with the structuralmodel, anarchy does
not imply a lack of cooperation in the
neoliberal institutional model, because
relativegains do not matterin thatmodel.
As I have shown, each state's ability to
deter defection with the threat of future
punishmentdoes not dependon how well
that state has done relativeto the otherin
a repeatedgame. The constraintsin the
neoliberalinstitutionalmodel do not offer
the states a way to exploit a relativegain.
Consequently,thereis no need for a common governmentto ensurethat the states
do not exploit opportunities to turn a
relative gain to their advantage, because
there are no such opportunitiesin the
model.
In sum, two factors combineto induce
a concern for relative gains and make
cooperation difficult. The first factor,
which heretoforehas only beenimplicitin
structural realism's description of the
international system, is that the constraintsdefiningthe system createopportunitiesfor one state to turnrelativegains
to its advantageand to the disadvantage
of other states. The second factor, on
which both structural realist and neoliberal institutionalanalyses of the problem of relative gains and cooperation
have focused, is anarchy.25If opportunities to exploitrelativegains exist, then the
absence of a common governmentto ensure that the states do not exploit these
opportunitiesmay impedecooperation.
By emphasizingthat structuralrealism
implicitlyassumesthat the natureof military conflict means that the potentialuse
of force creates a set of constraints in
which states can exploit their relative
gains, I may have obscureda more generalpoint. The generalproblemconfronting a state in this system is one of constrainedoptimizationin which the units
are tryingto maximizetheirabsolutelevel
of economic welfare subject to a set of
constraintsin which a unit'scurrentrela-
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tive gain may be translatedinto a future
absolute gain for that unit and a future
absolute loss for the other units. If this
more general descriptionalso applies to
other systems, then the present analysis
may also help to explainwhy cooperation
may be difficult to achieve in those systems even though the units in those systems are attempting to maximize their
absolute gains and the possible use of
militaryforce is not a relevantpart of the
problem. If, for example,long-runprofit
maximizationwithinan oligopolisticmarket structuredependson relativegains in
terms of, say, market share, then this
analysiswould suggestthat it may be very
difficultto achieveinternationalcooperation and collaboration even if national
security concerns are not at issue.26
Describing the problem faced by states
in the internationalsystem in the more
abstractterms of the optimizationproblem confrontingthem may suggest previously unappreciatedparallels between
this and other problemswhere the possible use of force is not the source of the
concernfor relativegains.

Conclusions
The problem of absolute and relative
gains divides neoliberal institutionalism
and structural realism. The former
assumes that states are primarily concernedwith absolutegainswhile the latter
assumes that states are primarily concerned with relative gains. What to
assumeabout states'preferencesis a theoretical question, not an empirical one.
States as rational unitary actors do not
exist. They are a theoretical construct.
Thus, the questionof whetherstatesmaximize absolute gains or are concerned
about relativegains is empiricallymeaningless. The real question is, Which
assumption about state preferences is
more useful? Which in the context of a
broader theory gives rise to better
1316

insights?Any firm judgmentabout this
must await furtherwork. As a first step
toward this judgment, I have begun to
describesome of the insights that follow
from examininga simple model in which
states are assumed to be attemptingto
maximizetheirabsolutelevel of economic
welfare in an anarchicinternationalsystem in which an absolutegain but relative
loss today can become an absolute loss
tomorrow.
This simple model takes a step toward
bringing neoliberal institutionalismand
structuralrealismwithin a single analytic
frameworkby showingthat many aspects
of these two approachescan be seen as
specialcasesof the model. In keepingwith
the expectations of structural realism,
states are concernedabout relative gains
when the possible use of force is at issue.
Cooperativeoutcomes that offer unequal
absolutegainscannotbe an equilibriumin
this system. Indeed, even some agreementsthat offer equalabsolutegains, and
therefore,no relativegain cannot be sustained in equilibrium,because one state
can achieve a relative gain by defecting
from the agreement. The prospects for
cooperationare, however, sensitiveto the
costs of fighting. If the use of force is no
longer at issue, then a state'srelativeloss
will not be turnedagainstthat state. Relative gains no longermatter,and cooperation now becomes feasible. This is in
keeping with the expectations of neoliberalinstitutionalism.
The model also furthersthe analysisof
two other issues in internationalrelations
theory. First,it provides a simple formal
exampleshowing that Waltz'scharacterization of a system'spolitical structurein
terms of its orderingprinciple,the functional differentiationof its units, and the
distributionof capabilitiesacrossthe units
cannot account for the variations in the
feasibilityof cooperationexaminedhere.
Changesin the cost of war do not affect
the system'sstructurein Waltz'sformulation but do affect the potentialfor coop-
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eration in the model. Second, the model
helps to clarifythe relationbetweenanarchy and cooperation. Anarchy, as neoliberal institutionalismhas shown, does
not imply a lack of cooperation.Rather,
two factorscombineto make cooperation
difficult.The firstis anarchy,definedas a
lack of a common governmentthat can
enforce commitments.The second factor
(crucial to structural realism but only
implicitin it) is that the systembe characterizedby a set of constraintsthat present
the states with opportunities in which
they can use relativegains to theiradvantage and to the disadvantageof others.
Absent such opportunities,relativegains
cannot be exploited, and thereis no need
for a central authority to ensure that
these nonexistent opportunities are not
exploited.

based on the same set of assumptionsabout states'
preferencesthat structuralrealismemploys (1984,
67). However, Gowa (1986) in generaland Grieco
(1988a) in particular argue that the repeated
prisoner'sdilemmaon whichKeohanebasesmuchof
his analysis (1984, 65-84) is not consistent with
structuralrealism.
4. Forotherattemptsto integratethe analysisof
conflict and cooperation, see Lipson 1984, Oye
1986, and Stein 1984.
5. Explainingstates'concernfor relativegainsin
terms of constraintsratherthan preferencesis incidentallymorein keepingwith the originalnotionsof
structuralrealism. Indeed, what makes structural
realismstructuraland distinguishesstructuralrealism from realism is that the concern for relative
gains is induced by the system's structuralconstraints(Waltz1959, 34-36).
6. See Powell (1991) for an effort in this
direction.
7. ForWaltz, the concernfor relativegains also
extends beyond the internationalsystem to other
self-help systems (1979, 91). But it is difficult to
defineself-helpprecisely.
8. For examples using the repeatedprisoner's
dilemmato formalizetheproblemof cooperationsee
Axelrod1984, Keohane1984, and Oye 1986.
9. As is well known, if the prisoner'sdilemmais
Notes
repeateda knownfinitenumberof timesandthereis
I thank David Collier, Michael Desch, James
complete information,there is no cooperationin
Fearon, Jeff Frieden, Avery Goldstein, Joanne
equilibrium.There must be infinitelymany repetiGowa, JosephGrieco,KeisukeIida, EthanKapstein,
tions for thereto be cooperationin equilibrium.If,
RobertKeohane,JamesMorrow,RonaldMitchell,
therefore,one is to studytheproblemof cooperation
KamalShehadi, R. HarrisonWagner,and Celeste
formally in the context of a repeated prisoner's
Wallanderfor helpfulcommentsand criticisms.
dilemma,one must focus on an infinitelyrepeated
1. Fordiscussionsof neoliberalinstitutionalism's prisoner'sdilemma.Thepresentformulationpermits
emphasison absolutegains and realism'sor structhe formalstudy of cooperationin the simplersetturalrealism'semphasison relativegains, see Gilpin
ting of a two-periodrepeatedgame.
1981, 18-25; Gowa 1986, 172-79; Grieco 1988a,
10. One of theweaknessesof thisinterpretation
is
1988b, 1990; Hoffmann 1973, 6-12; Jervis 1988,
that the statesin 6are choosingtheirpoliciessimul334-36; Keohane 1984; Keohane and Nye 1977,
taneouslyand must enduresignificantlosses before
23-37; Keohane and Nye 1987, 728-33; Krasner they can changetheirpoliciesin the secondperiod.
1983, 356; Lipson1984, 12-18; Mearsheimer1990,
A bettersubstantivemodel would not entail simul11, 44-45; Morgenthau1967; Rosecrance1981,
taneous decisions or would allow the states to
705-7; Rosecrance1986, 44-63; Snidal 1981, 3-6;
change their policies before suffering significant
Stein 1983, 134; Stein 1984, 383-86; Viner 1948,
losses.
1-29; Waltz 1959, 34-36, 196-98, 219-21; Waltz
11. Johnson (1953) shows that if both states
1979, 102-28; and Wolfers1962, 67-115.
imposeoptimaltariffs,then, dependingon the elas2. Discussionsof absoluteandrelativegainsand
ticities of demand, one or both states will suffer
the problem of cooperation include Gowa 1986;
comparedto the freetradeoutcome.Optimaltariffs
Grieco1988a,1988b,1990;Lipson1984;and Snidal
cannotmakeboth statesbetteroff. (Inthis analysis,
1991.
optimal tariffs are assumed to leave both states
3. For specificexamplescharacterizingthe conworseoff relativeto thefreetradeoutcomes.Consecernaboutrelativegainsin termsof preferences,see
quently,thepayoffsto (F,F) arelargerthanthoseto
Gilpin1981, 18-21; Grieco1988a, 1988b,1990;Jer(T. 7) in K) He also establishesthat therewill be a
vis 1988, 335; Keohane1984, 66; Lipson1984, 15;
positive volume of trade even if both states have
Mearsheimer
1990,11, 44-45; Snidal1991;andStein
imposed an optimal tariff. This implies that the
1983, 134; Stein1984,382. Keohanealso claimsthat
states obtain higher payoffs even with mutual
many aspects of neoliberalinstitutionalismcan be
tariffsthanthey would if therewereno trade.Thus,
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payoffs to (T, 7) are higherthan the payoffs to an
outcomein which at least one of the statesplays C.
12. For an introductionto, and survey of, some
of the recent work on strategictrade, see Cohen
1990, Krugman1986, Richardson1990, Stegemann
1989, and Stem 1987.
13. Recall that the problem of cooperationreducesto what can happenin the firstperiodbecause
'is only playedtwice, whichimpliesthatthereis no
shadow of the futurein the secondperiod.
14. If the equilibriumof a repeatedgamedid not
requirethe statesto play an equilibriumof the stage
gamein the last period,then one of the stateswould
have an incentive to deviate from the purported
equilibriumstrategyin the last period of the game.
This implies that the purportedequilibriumstrategies cannot actually be equilibrium strategies
becauseno actor can ever have any positive incentive to deviatefrom an equilibriumstrategy.
15. I will focus exclusivelyon pure-strategyequilibriaand disregardmixedstrategies.
16. The combinationof strategies(T, 7) is an
equilibriumof because no statehas any incentive
to deviate from its strategy,given the other state's
strategy.If SI plays T, then playing T offers S2 its
highestpayoff. Conversely,if SIplaysfl, then also
offers S2 its highestpayoff. Similarly,(C, C) is an
equilibriumeven though it is Pareto-dominatedby
(T, 7) becauseno statehas any incentiveto deviate
from its strategy,given the otherstate'sstrategy.If
SI plays C, then playingC offersS2its highestpayoff; conversely,if SI playsC, thenC also offersS2its
highestpayoff.
17. The reasonthatcooperationcan arisein equilibriumin the gamecomposedof a finitenumberof
repetitionsof 4but not in a finitenumberof repetitions of theprisoner'sdilemmahas to do with a very
peculiar characteristicof the prisoner'sdilemma,
which is that the minmaxpayoff equalsthe equilibrium payoff. This is true of very few other games;
and when the minmaxpayoff does not equal the
equilibriumpayoff, cooperativeoutcomes, as well
as any other individuallyrationaloutcome, can be
supportedin equilibriumin a finitelyrepeatedgame
if the numberof repetitionsis sufficientlylargeand
the actors do not discount the future too much.
Indeed,the technicalreasonfor addingthe strategy
C to the prisoner'sdilemmaformedby the strategies
Fand Tis to makethe minmaxpayoffunequalto the
equilibriumpayoff. Thismakesit possibleto sustain
cooperationin the first period and thus to capture
the essence of the infinitely repeated prisoner's
dilemmain a simplersetting.Forfurtherdiscussion
of the equilibriaof repeatedgames, see Benoitand
Krishna 1985, Fudenbergand Maskin 1986, and
Krepset al. 1982.
18. The problemof multipleequilibriafrequently
plagues repeatedgames. Indeed, almost any outcome canbe supportedin equilibrium.Moreformally, any individuallyrationalpayoffscan be approxi1318

matedin the limitif the gameis repeatedsufficiently
often and the actors do not discountthe futuretoo
much (Benoit and Krishna 1985; Fudenbergand
Maskin1986).
The existenceof multipleequilibriasuggeststhat
one purposeof institutionsand regimesmay be to
focus expectationson a particularequilibrium.This
is certainlyin keepingwith the notion that regimes
are "sets of implicit or explicit principles,norms,
rules, and decision-making procedures around
which actors'expectationsconvergein a given area
of international relations" (Krasner 1983, 2).
Althoughsuggestive,this is formallyratherad hoc.
Ideally, one would like to formalizethe institution
withinthe modelwith the resultthat the modelhas a
unique equilibrium.For an importanteffort along
these lines see Morrow1990.
19. See Rasmusen1989, 83-89 for a discussionof
subgameperfection.
20. To see that the equilibriumsupportingthe
(F, F)is subgameperfect,let Si's strategybe to playF
in the first period and T in the second period if
(F, F) is the first-periodoutcomeand C if not. Similarly, S2'sstrategyis to play Fin thefirstpriodand T
in the secondperiodif (F, F) is the first-periodoutcome and ' if not. As shown above, neitherstate
has any incentiveto deviatefrom its strategy,given
the other state's strategy, so this combinationof
strategiesconstitutesa Nash equilibriumin which
(F, F) is the first-periodoutcome. To establishsubgame perfection,it must also be shown that neither
state has any incentiveto deviatefromcarryingout
the threatenedembargo,given the otherstate'sstrategyand that(F,F)was not thefirst-periodoutcome.
Supposethat SI played T, ratherthanF, in the first
period. Given Si's strategyof playing C in the second periodif, as is assumed,(F, F) was not the firstperiodoutcome,then S2has no incentiveto deviate
fromits strategyof embargoingSI;thatis, S2cannot
improveits payoff by playingsomethingotherthan
C, given Si's strategyof playingC. Similarly,given
S2's strategy of playing C in the second period if
(F, F) was not the first-periodoutcome, then SI has
no incentiveto changeits strategyby playingsomething other than C, given that S2 is playing C.
Neitherstate has any incentivenot to carryout its
threat, given the other'sstrategy;and the equilibriumis subgameperfect.
21. Althoughthe equilibriaof the neoliberalinstitutional model are subgameperfect, the desire to
conductthis analysisin the simplestformalsetting
possible creates some difficulties.These equilibria
are not renegotiation-proof(Farrelland Maskin
1989). Surmountingthis would requiremoving to a
more complicatedformalsettingthat would tend to
obscure the basic points the model is intendedto
illustrate.
22. See n. 5.
23. Gowa (1986)and Grieco(1988a,1988b,1990)
have also criticizedthe use of the repeatedprisoner's
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dilemmato modelstructuralrealism'sconceptionof
the problemof cooperation.Theircriticisms,however, focus on the states' preferencesand the
assumptionthat states are tryingto maximizetheir
absolutegain.
24. The phrase "technologyof warfare"is used
here because the nature of militarytechnologyin
this formalizationconstrainsthe states in the internationalsystemin muchthe sameway that the technology of productionconstrainsfirmsin an oligopolistic market.
25. Forexamplesof this focus, see Oye 1986.
26. Indeed,Grieco(1990)studiesthe problemof
relativegainsin the contextof negotiationsbetween
the EuropeanCommunityand the United States
over nontariffbarriers,a contextin which it is difficult to attributeany concernfor relativegains to
the effectsthat a relativeloss may have on the probability of survival.This analysishelps explainwhy
thisconcernmay neverthelessstill be presentat least
at the level of firmsand why they may try to induce
the governmentto reflectthese concerns.
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